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Ttiis evaluation was :�ondu_cted by Ken Wilcox-Associates, Inc-. Although every effort Wei$ made to
assur.e �at this testing meets th.e' reqvlremenfs for Alterna.live Testing as described by the fe<l.eral 
EPA, KWA ma!<� no. elaim!> 1.hat tl:le evaluatron will be accepted by ariy cir all regulatory ctgencies. 
The test procetl.urei,. are described in the· �ocument "Alternative- Test P.ro.ceaures for Evaluating 
Le�k Detection Methods: Evaluafie'n oflnfer.sfifial Vacuum Monitoring. Systems." 
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Questlons sho.uld tie addre.ased to Mr .. Jim Ru�sell . .Jo·or Manufacturing_. at (616) 745-0.333 

H. Kendall Wil.i:Q)(, President
KEN WILCOX ASSOCIATES, INC.

Marnh 1?, 1.994 

Note for the Novemb.er 1. 201·? Revision

The only ¢nan� to this �v.aluation were to add an additi0nal tank size to Tabh;i 5. And. the 

corresponding tabre In the Attachments. This a,"(ldit;ional tank incorporateci a 3 inch diameter 

riser pip� for the ma.Rit!,>ri11g seAsor in place of the original 2"inch diamet�J ris�r. 

Note for the March 24, 2017 Revision

The only changes made to this �valuation were to add two additional tank sizes to table 5 and the 
corresponding tables in the attachments.  This revision was performed by Craig D. Wilcox of Ken 
Wilcox Associates, Inc. 

Note for the July 20, 2022 Revision

The only changes made to this evaluation were the addition of one tank size to table 5 and a 
correction to the test time on two tanks in the corresponding tables in the attachments.  This 
revision was performed by Craig D. Wilcox of Ken Wilcox Associates, Inc. 

Note for the June 12, 2023 Revision

The only change made to this evaluation was the addition of one tank size to table 2 and 5.  This 
revision was performed by Craig D. Wilcox of Ken Wilcox Associates, Inc. 
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PLASTEBLINTERSTlTIAL MONITOR 

In addition to the calculations empirical measurement& c were conducted by immersing 
lhe test cell l n  a thermostaled bath where the temperature could be adjusted from ice water to 
over 110 deg F. The vacuum was monitored as a function of�e temperature. Thm is a 
slight differencecin the cl!lculatcd slope vs the measured slope for this data. The source of the 
variation may be related to residual fumes in the test cell. In any case the conclusions fo.r the 
evaluation are unchanBcd. 

Measurement of Vacuum Dearwe with an Induced Leak 

A test was conducted to empirically determine the effects of an air leak on the 
interstitial vacuum. This involved evacuatina1he test chamber to 10" of Hg at 70 deg F. The 
leak was then introduced and the va.cuum monitored unfil vacuum level was-be.low 2" ofHg. 
The 'time.interval required to reach S" was obtaine_d from a graphical prtscmtation ofthe 
results. 

Tett Results 

.Determination of Temperature Effects 

Eigun1 l is a plot of the effects of temperature changes on the vacuum when. the lnitlal 
vacuum is set at 10" o!Hg. at 70 deg F. The temperature was varied from 34 deg F to 110 
deg F. As can be seen, temperature changes of over 20 degreeS-are ncceuacy to change the 
vacuum by l • ofHg. To cluuige the vacuum by from I 0" to S" requires a temperature change 
of 126 degF. This is clearly outside the range of temperature that can be produced in any 
environment. It is therefore reasoriable·to -conc_lude that neither a false alarm nor masking of a 
O. l gal/hr leak can be produced purely by temperature changes in the interstitial space. If a
nollllllal temperature change of20 deg F does occur, rhe vacuum will shift down by 1" if the
temperature increases or up by 1 • if the temperature decreases.

Decay of Vacuum with Leak 

The decay rate for a 0.1 gal/hr equivalent lea.luate is shown in Figure 2. This -graph 
indicates the time_necessary to for the vacuum to decrease fr.om 10" of Hg to any lower 
vacuum. The time.interval from 10• to 5" was the standard U51ldio calculate the test times for 
other volumes. For the S.O gallon test cell, thi! time was dctennined to be 8 minutes. 

Calculatioa of Tut Tim� 

The time necessary to achieve a vacuum.change of s• of Hg are shown in Table 1 for 
Composit style tanks and Table 2 for Elutron style tanks. Tlle time intervals were-calculateo 
for each interstitial volume from the equation: 
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PLASTEEL INTERSTITIAL MONITOR 
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PLASTEEL INTERSTITIAL MONITOR 

The information from this testing ean be used to estimate the etfects of temperature-on 
the leak test times. For nonvola1ile compounds. the temperature effects are minimal For more

volatlle products, the effects can be significant. 

Calcalation of Tat Times 

The calculation of test times is based on the flow rate at each vacuum level and tho 
vqlume required to produce each vacuum level change. These calculations were condµcted for 
each liquld tested. For example, the volume of wawr required to reduce tho vacuum from 10• 
Hg to 9" Hg was detcnnined to be 1.66 gallons for the S gal test � The avCI'lSe flow rate 
obtaiited from the waler calibration curve for the vacuum change from l 0" to 9" was 
-deteonined to be 0. 097 ga!Lbr. Uaing·this infoJlll&tion, the time for a 0.1 gal/hr leak to change 
the _vacuum from 10• F:lg to 9" Hg is calculated1o be 93.S miputes. Thi.a calculation was 
c.oru!ucted for one inch intc:.rvals from 10• Hg to s• Hg, The llllD of time from JO" Hg 10 S"

Hg is then the test time for a S gallon interstice . .For water, the test time for a S gallon 
interstice was 1780 minutes. For Diesel fue1, the test time was dmrniined to be �569 mim.11es 
and for gasoline 152 minutes. 

The test times for other inter,titial volumes were obtained from I linear extrapolation 
of the test times for the S gallon test c:cl! to the inter.stitlal volume of uch tank using the
equation 

V 
Teat Tim• • ....!!!! 11 t

..,
v

..,

'The resulls of this extrapolation are shown in Table 4 for the Compo sit 1tyle tanks and Table S
for the Elutron style tanks. The tut times for the la.rgest tanks are relatively long, panicularly 
for the larg_er Composit style tanks. This llllkea it difficult to distingiiisli between a slow air 
leak and a larger liquid leak for diesel or water. The test times can be reduced to 40% of the 
tabulated times ifthe vacuum change ii limited to 2• of Hg rather than s·• of Hg. Thero would 
be some increased risk, however, of either a false alarm or a mi&se4 detel:tloo if this practice is 
followed. 

Graphs of vacuum vs time for each PLASTEBL tank have been_prepared for liquid 
leaks·f�r water, gasoline, and diesel fuel. The graphed lino traces the experimental/calculated 
vacuum level-to-time relationship re5Ulting from a precise 0.1 gal/hr liqufd leak. These graphs 
are contained.in Section 1 of Volume 3 and may be used to compare tho observed vacuum 
bebavlor with the calculated vacuum behavior for·any time-interval. 

17 
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PLAS'IEBL INTERSTITIAL MONITOR 

If the level ofvac:uum observed on the gauge is found (on a graph in Section 2, Volume 
J) 10 be &I & point above the graphed line, a lcalc rate less than 0. I gal/hr i.a one of the possible
te..t conclusions. lfthe level ofvacuwn observed on the gauge is located at a point below the
graphed line, a leak rate treater than 0.1 pl/hr ls a possible conc:lusion.

lu mentioned on page2 of this report. several possible causes must be considered 
when loss of vacuum is experienced during the test time perjod. Very shon test times &hould 
be avoided. 

Dlscunioo or IJquid Luk Detec.ticu1 

The interpretation of the test data from an operi1ting tank iJ complicated when several 
possible leak combinations are possible. 1t is certain that a rapid dcaease in vacuum (less than 
a few days) indicates that a lcalc Is pre1enL Either air or gasoline could produce this e1feci, 
particul.atlyifthe temperature oftbc tank i& above 60 deg F. 

For low volatility liqui�. the method i.a less sensitive, particularly for larger tanks. For 
these tanks, the testing iJ similar to that for an annual precision-test. A slower decrease in 
vacuum over many days or months could be either a very small air leak (too small to be 
detected by other conventional volllmetric methods) or a somewhat larger diesel or water leak. 
Pan of the methodology to deal with this question involvea restoring the vacuum on the tan.le 
to 10" of Hg and carefully monitoring the vacuum behavior. If the vacuum decays at an even 
more rapid rate, a leak is indicated. This ia because as the inkrstitlal space fillJ with liquid, the 
additional volume ofliquld required to decreuo the vacuum is decreased. 

Additional measures that can be ween ifa leak is MJ)eeted include a determination of 
whether or not there-is liquid in the iotentitial spau. This would. of cow-se, require that the 
vacuum be broken and some typo of monitoring or sampllJlg of the lntcmice be conducted. 

F"or luge tanks where the ten times are day, to months io duration, the observed 
vacuum can be compared with the calculated vacuum graphs in Volume 2. A consistent 
decrease io vacuum greater than that indicated for the calculated curve could be indicative of a 
leak. Personnel responsible for lnterpretatlon of the vacu\Jlll tcsi data may want to inveatipte 
further if such vacuum behnior is observed. 

19 
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Results of U.S. EPA AJt�tive Evaluation 

interstitial Monitoring Method 

This form documents the performance of the interstitial monitor described oelow. The 
evaluation was conducted by the equipment manufacturer or a consultant to the manufacturer 
according.to the U.S. EPA'S requirements for alternative protocols. The full evaluation report 
also includes a report describing the method and a descripciOll of the evaluation procedures, and 
a summary of the test data. The results forms wer-e modifleq from tho Vapor-Plulsc Out,o.f-Tan.k 
Product Detectors. The evaluation procedures are included in Attachment A of this rej)On. 

Tank owners using thls leak detection sy�em should keep this fonn on file to prove compliance 
with the federal regulations. Tanlc ownecs should check with Staie and local agencies ro make 
sure this fom1 satisfies their rcquircmenu .. 

Method Description 

Nan1t: PLAS'fFfJ INC. 

Version Jntcrstitial Vacuum Test -Liquid Lw;s.

Vendor P( .ASJ;EEL INC. 

1189 Industrial Avenue 

Escondido, CA 92029 Phone (619) 745-0333 fax (619) 746-9515 
Detector output type: (x) Quantitative ( ) Qualitative 

D .etei::tor OperatingJ>rinciple: loss of vacuum over time

Detector Sampling Frequency: ( ) lntermittettl (x) Continuous

Evah1aruio Results 

TIie detector described above was tested for its ability 10 detect losses in vai;uum over a period 
of time. The following parameters were de.tennined: 

AC(:Uracy - Ability of tho detector to respOnd to small lcal5s. 

Detection Time - Length of time requir'ed to detect'I! leak of known sac.

Lower'Petection Limit - Smallest leak which could be readily detected. 

Ambient Conditions - Effects of temperature and product type on behavior of the leak detector. 

Criteria for Declaring I J ,ea� 

The tank is declared to be t.igbt when the vacuum remains above·s• ofHg for ll)nger than the 
times specificed in Tables I and 2 for each tank. The vacuum prior to the test must be 10•:1:J" of 
Hg. 

JnlCIStilioJMonilo< • Reaults,Fotm 
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PLASTEEL® ELUTRON®Double-Wall
APPENDIX A Tank

INSTALLATION SITE TESTING PROCEDURES
Option #1: EXTERIOR HOLIDAY TEST
Prior to arrival of the Elutron® tank at the installation 
site, coordinate with the Elutron® manufacturer to have 
a 12,500 volt holiday test performed using a Tinker-Rasor,
Model APW, tester. Any pinholes detected must be 
repaired using the Plasteel® sealing kit materials. Re-test
and repair until tank is pinhole free. This test must be 
performed by a person qualified by the Elutron® tank 
manufacturer.

Option #3: PRESSURE TEST INTERSTICE
If a field pressure test is required, set-up test equipment per the schematic diagram and precisely follow the test procedures listed.

CAUTION: DAMAGE TO TANK MAY OCCUR IF PRESSURE IN THE
INTERSTICE EXCEEDS 2 PSIG ABOVEGROUND.

Step 1. Ensure gauges are accurately calibrated.

2. Ensure all connections are leak tight.

3. Close V2, open V3, G2 should read zero.

4. Open V1, pressurize primary tank until G1 reads
3-5 psig, close V1. Disconnect air source.

5. Close V3, after 30 minutes, check G2. G2 should read
zero. (Call factory if G2 does not read zero.)

6. Open V1 and decrease G1 to 11/2 - 2 psig. Close V1.

7. Open V2, pressurize G2 to 11/2 - 2 psig. Close
V2. DO NOT EXCEED 2 PSIG ON G2. DAMAGE
TO TANK MAY OCCUR.

Pressure Test Equipment Specifications
Gauges: 5 psig maximum scale
Valves: Globe type, 30 psi min.
Pressure Relief Device: 5 psig max.

Option #2: VACUUM TEST INTERSTICE
The Elutron® tank may be delivered with an interstitial vacuum established at 
the factory. The delivery document will state the vacuum gauge reading required 
for acceptance at the delivery location. Record the vacuum gauge reading on the 
delivery document when the tank is delivered. If the vacuum gauge has decreased 
from the vacuum gauge reading listed for acceptance on the delivery document, 
call the factory for further instructions. If an interstitial vacuum is to be established 
at the installation, follow the instructions in Appendix B, Interstitial Vacuum Test.
DO NOT apply a vacuum to the primary tank, DAMAGE MAY OCCUR.

8. Observe G2 for 30 minutes. G2 should remain at
11/2 - 2 psig. (Call factory if G2 decreases to zero.)

9. Open V3, vent interstice, G2 to read zero.

10. Open V1, vent primary tank, G1 to read zero.
Test complete.

NOTE: If the Elutron® tank is covered with backfill, you may 
test the interstice at 3-5 PSIG, following steps #1-10, and carefully
increasing the pressure in step #7 to 3-5 PSIG. In step #8, G2 should
remain at 3-5 PSIG.

CAUTION: DAMAGE MAY OCCUR IF INTERSTICE
PRESSURE EXCEEDS 5 PSIG. WHEN TANK IS
COVERED WITH BACKFILL.

FORM INST-1106A

Your Licensed PLASTEEL ELUTRON® tank manufacturer is:



PLASTEEL® UNDERGROUND TANK
APPENDIX B

INTERSTITIAL VACUUM TEST (IVT)

APP. B, 1106

1.0 Introduction: This test method has been developed by 
PLASTEEL INC. to meet the E.P.A. Alternate (Non-Volumetric) Tank Tightness
test procedures. The IVT has been verified by a third party to be capable of
detecting a 0.1 gal/hr leak rate with a probability of detection of 100% when all
of the testing criteria are met. The false alarm rate for a tight tank is less than
5%. It is impossible to maintain a steady vacuum if a leak is present. This test is
not necessary to attain the PLASTEEL® tank warranty. This test is offered as a
stand alone leak tightness test method.

2.0 Application: The IVT is applicable to the PLASTEEL®
ELUTRON® (jacketed) Double-wall tank and the PLASTEEL® Composit
Double-wall tank. For compartmented tanks, consult the factory for the test
time.

3.0 Authority: The Jurisdiction Having Authority (JHA) will determine
whether the double-wall UST must be subject to a leak tightness test before 
placing the UST in service.

4.0 Pre-Delivery Procedure:
4.1 Read and understand the PLASTEEL® Tank Installation 

instructions and Appendix B before attempting the interstitial 
vacuum test. Contact the PLASTEEL® tank manufacturer if you
have any questions.

4.2 Consult the PLASTEEL® tank manufacturer before the tank is
shipped to ensure that the tank is delivered with the test gauge
assembly. This assembly is an optional piece of equipment 
supplied by the tank manufacturer.

4.3 Prior to shipment from the factory, you may request that the 
manufacturer deliver the tank with the vacuum established.

4.4 Upon delivery, the delivery document will indicate the correct 
vacuum gauge reading. Call the factory if the gauge reading does
meet the gauge reading specified on the delivery document.

4.5 To maintain the vacuum during the unloading and installation
phases, extreme care must be taken to ensure the IVT gauge 
assembly is not jarred, struck or moved in any manner. Call the 
factory for instructions if the vacuum has decreased.

5.0 Test Procedures:
5.1 If the vacuum was established at

delivery and has not decreased
during the unloading and 
installation phases, you may 
by-pass 5.2 and 5.3

5.2 Install the vacuum gauge test 
assembly (see Fig. 5.0) in the
monitor access NPT coupling on
the tank top centerline. Ensure
that any additional monitor
access couplings are properly
sealed with threaded plugs.

5.3 Connect the vacuum pump to 
the test gauge assembly and 
draw down to 10’’ hg. Record 
initial gauge reading, date, and
time of day in Part IV of the
Certificate. The initial pump

TEST TIME TABLE: DRY PRIMARY TANK

CAPACITY JACKETED COMPOSIT
(GALS.) (HOURS) (HOURS)

500 4.0 4.5

1,000 4.0 5.5

2,000 4.0 8.0

3,000 4.0 9.0

4,000 4.0 9.5

5,000 4.0 10.5

6,000 4.0 11.0

8,000 4.0 13.0

10,000 4.0 14.5

12,000 4.0 15.5

15,000 4.0 17.5

20,000 4.0 20.5

30,000 4.0 37.5

40,000 4.0 45.5

50,000 4.0 53.0

FIGURE 6.0

YOUR Licensed PLASTEEL® tank manufacturer is:

down on the ELUTRON® jacketed tank may require
reiteration due to the slow nature of air movement in the
interstitial space.

5.4 To ensure a vacuum has been established, the gauge must 
read 10’’ hg. for three (3) hours without any decrease on
the gauge before proceeding with 5.6. Contact the 
factory if the vacuum cannot be established per this 
paragraph.

5.5 Complete sections II and III of the Certificate of
Tightness Test.

5.6 Refer to the Test Time Table (Figure 6.0) to determine
the correct minimum time period for a valid test.

Begin timing the test after completing 5.4. Record the
nominal tank capacity, primary tank product and
required test hours in Part IV of the Certificate.

5.7 After the required test time has passed, observe the
gauge reading and record the reading, date and time of
day in Part IV of the Certificate.

5.8 Test Conclusions: The tank has passed the leak tightness
test when the final gauge reading has not decreased from
the initial gauge reading of 10’’ Hg. If other observations
are made, consult the tank manufacturer.

Test Time Tables: The table in Figure 6.0 lists the 
minimum test period (in hours) to perform a valid IVT with a
dry (air only) primary tank. The IVT test may be performed
with gasoline, diesel or water in the primary tank. Consult the
PLASTEEL® tank manufacturer for the specific test time for
these situations.

 



CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION
Interstitial Vacuum Test (IVT)

For The
PLASTEEL® Double-Wall Underground Tank

I. Third Party Evaluation: This leak tightness
test method has been third party evaluated per the
Alternate EPA Test Protocols for Plasteel International. 
The third party environmental consulting firm that 
performed the evaluation was:

Ken Wilcox Associates, Inc.
19401 E. 40 Highway, Suite 100
Independence, MO 64055
(816) 795-7997

A copy of the evaluation is on file at each licensed 
PLASTEEL® tank manufacturer and at:

Plasteel International Inc.
2541 State Street
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 729-1093

II. Tank Description:

Capacity: _______________  Gallons

Jacketed: _______________

Composite: _______________

Compartmented: Yes ______ No ______

U.L. Number ______________________

Tank Manufacturer:

Name: __________________________________

Address: __________________________________

__________________________________

III. Installation Information:

Tank Owner:

Name: __________________________________

Address: __________________________________

__________________________________

Installation Location:

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

IV. Test Results: The interstitial vacuum test was
performed per Appendix B. The following data was
recorded:

Nominal Tank Capacity: ____________
(Gallons)

Primary Tank Product: ____________
(air, gasoline, diesel, water)

Required Test Period: ____________
(Hours, per Appendix B, Figure 6.0)

Initial Gauge Reading: ____________ inches Hg.
Date ________ Time ________ am/pm

Final Gauge Reading: ____________ inches Hg.
Date ________ Time ________ am/pm

Total Elapsed Time Period: ____________
(Hours)

Pass ____________ Fail ____________(Initial)

V. Statement of Test: I certify that the PLASTEEL®

Double-Wall tank described above has been tested leak
tight per Appendix B of the PLASTEEL® Tank 
Installation Instructions.

Testing Company:

Name: __________________________________

Address: __________________________________

__________________________________

Telephone: __________________________________

____________________________________________
Signature
____________________________________________
Printed Name
____________________________________________
Title
____________________________________________
Date

IVT-CERT 699




